MUNICIPAL MINIMUM COMPETENCE (MMC) PROJECT
LIMITED DIRECT CONTACT, FLEXIBLE MODE
OPEN PROGRAMME 2020
Municipal Minimum Competency Level Training. This programme is intended for
municipal Accounting Officers, Chief Financial Officers, Senior Managers, Other Financial
Officials; Heads of Supply Chain Management and Supply Chain Management Officials in
adherence to the prescriptions of Sections 83, 107 and 119 of the Local Government:
Municipal Finance Management Act 56 of 2003 and Municipal Regulations on Minimum
Competency Levels (RSA, Government Gazette 29967, 2007) as amended (RSA,
Government Gazette 41996, 2018)

1. BACKGROUND
The effective and ethical leading and managing of public service institutions for professional
service delivery represents one of the most demanding challenges of our times. This challenge is
even more daunting in developmental contexts where public service provision often takes place
under conditions of complexity, diversity and where service delivery has to provide access for all
citizens to quality services under constraints of inequality and finite resources. Under these
conditions developmental and entrepreneurial public management and leadership are
prerequisites for governance success.
The request to render training and capacity building is understood against the background
described above.
This document forms part of the tender documents offered by the SPL.
2. ABOUT THE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC LEADERSHIP
The School of Public Leadership (SPL) of Stellenbosch University is a leader in learning for
sustainable African and global futures. The SPL is unique in the South African context with its
combination of Public Governance, the Environment and Sustainability as strategic foci. These
three foci also provide the rationale of the three postgraduate programmes in Public Policy and
Management; Environmental Management and Sustainable Development SPL’s business, vision
and mission with “Learning for sustainable African futures” as slogan can best be understood and
summarised as serving public value in an African context. The SPL is a ‘school’ rather than a
‘department’ precisely because it provides a space for a wide range of disciplines. The diversity of
these disciplines is reflected not only in the different degree and diploma programmes in the SPL,
but the content of the modules of each degree programme. The unique combination of
progressive governance, development and conservation implied by our focus areas and the
subsequent initiatives through the various programmes, centres and strategic partnerships are
contributing to a high degree of visibility in the public and development sectors.
Strategies for teaching and learning:
SPL also strives towards continuous development of innovative teaching and learning strategies.
We amongst others follow a blended mode of teaching facilitation in some programmes
consisting of a combination of direct contact sessions, interactive telematics sessions (whereby
teaching is done from a studio in Stellenbosch with satellite transmission to various classrooms all
over southern Africa and to other venues where satellite dishes and modems have been installed
at relatively low cost), online streaming and e-learning as well as continuous SMS communication.
The blended mode has been used since 2004, but ongoing refinement in numbers of teaching
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hours, technology and especially communication is an imperative, based on the feedback
received and experience of facilitators, as well as the emerging availability of new technologies.
We have over time created truly flexible teaching for learning options.
Executive programmes and short courses:
As knowledge partner to the public sector, SPL strives to contribute in addressing the most
pressing public issues through its executive programme and products. SPL believes that short
courses and contract research not only make a contribution, but are indispensable in achieving its
vision and mission.
The executive programme and products of the School of Public Leadership are the result of
knowledge from rigorous research on contemporary issues and international best practices. This
research is done by specialists in the sector with the highest academic qualifications combined
with practitioner backgrounds. All facilitators/researchers are permanent or extraordinary
academic appointees of Stellenbosch University and all products are fully quality controlled and
accredited as determined by the University and the Higher Education Quality Committee.
The products are the only sector-specific accredited products of Stellenbosch University with
articulation to advanced degrees in public policy and management, i.e. they either provide
avenues of access to, or credit for modules of the advanced degrees (conditions apply). The
alignment and articulation of the short courses with formal teaching programmes is illustrated in
the diagram below:
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The rationale behind this is that it is an imperative that any leadership / management
development product should not only fulfil the training needs as expressed in various
competency areas identified, but it should also allow entry into, or constitute progression within
the National Qualification Framework (NQF). We believe that part of the solution to the problem
stated above is that not only should the competencies and skills needs identified in terms of
contemporary best training practices be met, but that a cadre of leaders should be developed
that can think conceptually to meet emerging new challenges in the future through the ability to
define new issues, unearth their underlying causes through research and conceptualise and
implement appropriate solutions. They should, in an organisational culture of learning, follow a
career of learning integrated with their employment careers.
In a joint policy statement by the then Ministers of Education and Labour titled “Enhancing the
efficacy and efficiency of the National Qualifications Framework” (2007: 1) it was stated that the
NQF, when initially conceived in the labour movements, had as first objective, “to deal with the
legacies of job reservation and retrogressive and discriminatory training practices in the South
African labour force by creating ladders of opportunity or learning and career pathways. Closing
skills gaps, improving equity and achieving greater labour market efficiency and higher levels of
productivity were assumed to be outcomes”.
According to this statement (2007: 5), the objectives of the NQF include to:
•
Create an integrated national framework for learning achievements; facilitate access to
and mobility and progression within education, training and career paths;
•
Accelerate the redress of past unfair discrimination in education, training and
employment opportunities; and thereby
•
Contribute to the full personal development of each learner and the social and economic
development of the nation at large.
The statement (2007: 8) claims that an “integrated approach to education and training, linked to
the development of a new National Qualification Framework (NQF) based on a system of credits
for learning outcomes achieved, will encourage creative work on the design of curricula and the
recognition of learning attainments wherever education and training are offered. It will open
doors of opportunity for people whose academic or career paths have been needlessly blocked
because their prior knowledge (acquired informally or by work experience) has not been assessed
and certified, or because their qualifications have not been recognised for admission to further
learning , or employment purposes.
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Assessment and credits of SPL products
The Higher Education Qualifications Framework (HEQF)(RSA, 2007: 9) provides for credit
accumulation and transfer (CAT), which is the process whereby a student’s achievements are
recognised and contribute to further learning even if the student does not achieve a qualification.
In addition, the HEQF is designed to facilitate vertical, horizontal and diagonal progression (RSA,
2007: 15).
However, as an element of exercising its oversight responsibility over the quality assurance of
short courses, the Commission for Higher Education has produced ‘A Good Practice Guide for the
Quality Management of Short Courses Offered Outside of the Higher Education Qualifications
Sub-Framework’ in October 2016. This guide outlines the minimum requirements and criteria for
developing and implementing short courses of good quality.
It is stated in the guide document that NQF levels and credits should not be assigned and
allocated, respectively, to short courses that do not lead to qualifications on the HEQSF. Where
this practice continues, it should be stopped forthwith. We are obliged by SAQA, CHE and
Stellenbosch University to clearly communicate to prospective short course clients that,
• Those seeking to register for the short courses should be made fully aware that the short
courses do not lead to qualifications or part-qualifications registered on the NQF; and
• Short courses that do not lead to qualifications on the NQF cannot be assigned an NQF level,
nor can they be allocated credits.
In the light of this very strong directive we wish to clarify that the NQF Levels and Credits
provided in this bid, are “short course credits and levels” assisting to guide understanding for
scope and complexity. Given the provision for credit accumulation and transfer, we are however
entitled to recognise the accrued credits of this bid to a maximum of 50 percent of the
corresponding formal programmes, provided that the assessment criteria set out below are met.
SPL aims to ensure that all its short courses are indeed in content, credits, NQF levels, facilitators
and assessment, corresponding with formal modules leading to qualifications.
Accredited short courses presented by us under these conditions include Information Analysis
and Interpretation; Coaching and Mentoring; Project Management; Leadership Innovation and
Change Management; People Management; Public Sector Management Development
Programme; Public Participation; Integrated Development Planning (IDP); Policy Writing,
Implementation & Evaluation; Public Sector Monitoring & Evaluation; Advanced Monitoring &
Evaluation: Indicator Development; Advanced Monitoring & Evaluation: Evaluation Research and
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Analysis; Advanced Monitoring & Evaluation: Aligning Planning, Implementation, Monitoring and
Evaluation; Public Sector Corruption – Understanding its Nature & Causes; Social Research
Methodology; Strategic Thinking & Management in the Public Sector; Managing Local Economic
Development; Public Sector Finance; Orientation to Computer Skills; Public Value Knowledge
Management.
Furthermore, SPL is an accredited service provider to the LGSETA for all the National Treasury
identified Unit Standards of the Municipal Minimum Competence Programme. Unit Standardbased training may be identified by credits and NQF levels. The MMC Unit Standards required for
the competence in the identified municipal posts provide for 50 percent of credits towards an
accredited Higher Education Diploma titled Diploma in Public Accountability (SAQA ID 94948).
For short course certification and credit accumulation and transfer, participants should be able to
fulfil assessment criteria through the assessment methods outlined below:
Assessment criteria:
Each participant must, through the assessments, provide proof that he/she has acquired a
satisfactory level of competence (knowledge, skill and attitude) to master the learning outcomes
of the various modules.
Assessment methods:
Formative assessment will be continuous throughout the learning day and utilised for learning
purposes. Formative assessments will not contribute to the final marks – only the summative
assessment marks will be used for purposes of declaring competence.
Summative assessment: Participants will be assessed formally by means of at least the following
methods:
(a) A controlled invigilated individual assessment during a contact session of each module
(contributing 50% to the mark of the module); and
(b) An individual applied assignment per module (contributing 50% to the mark of the all
module).
Certification:
Successful completion of non-unit standard based accredited short courses and their assessments
are acknowledged with short course certificates of competence and accompanying statement of
results. Unit standard base courses are submitted for verification by the relevant Sector
Education and Training Authority (SETA) and official Statements of Results are issued by the SETA.
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3. OBJECTIVE AND OUTCOMES OF THE INTENDED PROGRAMME
Based on the context referred to in the background above, the overarching objective of the
training and capacity building programmes is to impact significantly on the competencies
(knowledge, skills and attitudes) of participants in such a way that these participants will be
capacitated to effectively and ethically fulfil the functions expected of them. The goal is to
improve the knowledge of officials to promote good governance and achieve sound management
capacity which support sustainable government.
4. MMC COURSE CONTEXT, DESIGN, MODES OF PRESENTATION AND ARTICULATION
Municipal Minimum Competency training is intended for municipal Accounting Officers, Chief
Financial Officers, Senior Managers, Other Financial Officials; Heads of Supply Chain Management
and Supply Chain Management Officials in adherence to the prescriptions of Sections 83, 107 and
119 of the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act 56 of 2003 and Municipal
Regulations on Minimum Competency Levels (RSA, Government Gazette 29967, 2007) as
amended (RSA, Government Gazette 41996, 2018). We herewith provide a comprehensive
overview of the background to the programme, venue information, who to contact if you have
questions, how to register online, schedule and Unit Standard enrolment price list for the
programme, how recognition of prior learning may be applied and how assessments for the
programme are done.
4.1.

Background:

Table 1 indicates the specific SAQA Unit Standards per post mentioned in the above mentioned
Regulations. It provides for two components relating to education and training:
Firstly, it requires minimum Higher Education qualifications: Please note that the 166-credit SAQA
Level Six Certificate in Municipal Financial Management (CMFM -SAQA ID 48965) consisting of the
fundamental, core and elective unit standards indicated in the fourth row of Table 1 is no longer
an alternative for any of the posts mentioned, even though SL is still accredited and it will still be
issued by the LGSETA as long it is registered with SAQA. The Stellenbosch University 2-year
Diploma in Public Accountability adheres to the NQF-6 qualification requirement and if the 1-year
Advanced Diploma in Public Accountability is then followed subsequent to the Diploma, the NQF7 qualification requirement is also fulfilled. We therefore provide seamless transition from MMC
competencies to NQF 6 and 7 qualifications.
Secondly, it requires specific minimum competency levels: Accounting officers; chief financial
officers, senior managers appointed in terms of Section 56 of the Local Government Municipal
Systems Act, 2000; middle management financial officials; heads of supply chain units and other
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supply chain managers must be competent in the outcomes of all the Unit Standards listed and
marked in rows 1 and 6 to 11 of Table 1.
Table 1: MMC Regulations Competency Requirements

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 2: MMC Unit standard descriptions
REQUIRED MINIMUM COMPETENCY LEVEL IN UNIT STANDARDS FOR ACCOUNTING OFFICER, CHIEF
FINANCIAL OFFICER, SENIOR MANAGERS, HEAD OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGERS AND MIDDLE MANAGEMENT IN FINANCE
U/S ID

U/S DESCRIPTION

116339
116341

Apply risk management in South African municipalities
Conduct performance management to a South African municipal
environment
Apply approaches to managing municipal income and expenditure
within a multi-year framework
Apply the principles of ethics in a municipal environment
Apply the principles for budgeting within a municipality
Conduct stakeholder consultation around municipal finance
programmes
Conduct auditing, planning and implementation in a South African
municipality
Participate in the design and implementation of municipal supply chain
management
Contribute to the strategic planning process in a South African
municipality
Interpret South African legislation and policy affecting municipal
financial management

116342
116343
116345
116348
116351
116353
116358
116361

NQF
LEVEL
6
6

TOTAL
CREDITS
10
12

6

15

6
5
6

10
15
8

5

12

6

12

6

15

6

8

8

116362
116363
116364

Manage a municipality's assets and liabilities
Prepare and analyse municipal financial reports
Plan a municipal budgeting and reporting cycle

6
6
6

11
12
8

119331

Conduct working capital management activities in accordance with
sound financial management policy
Discuss the selected legislative regulatory framework governing the
public sector management and administration environment
Apply cost management information systems in the preparation of
management reports
Apply operations research principles and tools in the management of
project activities and resources
Apply selected GRAP (Generally Recognised Accounting Practices) to
periodic accounting reporting process
Apply accounting principles and procedures in the preparation of
reports and decision making
Apply principles of information systems to public finance and
administration
Apply costing principles to municipal operational and service-based
costing
Apply the inter-governmental Fiscal Relations Act to municipal financial
management
Apply techniques and South African statutes to cash and investment
management in a municipal environment
Contribute to capital planning and financing
Design internal control and internal control evaluation framework
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12

5

12

5

15

5

15

5

12

5

15

5

12

6

11

6

10

6

10

6
6

15
8

Manage information technology resources in a municipal finance
environment
Plan and Implement public private partnerships for municipal service
delivery

6

8

6

12

119334
119341
119343
119348
119350
119352
116340
116344
116346
116347
116357
116360
119353

The School of Public Leadership (SPL) of Stellenbosch University is an accredited service provider.
Herewith some administrative and academic information about this Flexible Mode Open
Programme.
4.2.

Flexible structure and venues

In order to provide for flexibility, the programme is structured in a manner that allows
participants to determine their own pace towards completion. For this reason, the programme is
structured in the following stages:
The first stage entails self-study of video recordings and other materials provided online and
completion an online submission of narrative assignments from home.
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The second stage, (optional), consisting of an intense one day direct contact session per Unit
Standard of this programme presented at SPL, BELLVILLE PARK CAMPUS after completion of the
first stage as highlighted above. This stage is optional, but it is strongly recommended to be
followed, as it provides face-to-face contact with facilitators and other participants. It is assumed
that self-study of video recordings and other materials provided online has been done if this
stage is included.
The third stage entails opportunity for individual interaction with facilitators by email as each
participant may deem necessary in preparation for the fourth stage.
The fourth stage entails writing individual open book invigilated examinations on set dates as per
the schedule at SPL Bellville Park Campus. The examinations will consist of case studies and/or
exercises per Unit Standard.
NB. The pricing strategy and the stages above are based on Self-Study which forms the
backbone for the success of the individual.

4.3. Costing
The short course policy of Stellenbosch University is to supply affordable programmes without
lowering the standards and quality of the programmes. The anticipated costs are therefore based
on the various stages highlighted above and will be as follows depending on the stages chosen:

Please contact SPL for a quotation.
4.

Enquiries

The following SPL staff members will provide logistical support during the programme:
(a) Melissa Botha, MMC programme coordinator, to be contacted if you have enquiries about
schedules, venues, registrations, submission of assignments, examinations:
Melissa.Botha@spl.sun.ac.za Tel. 021 918 4403.
(b) Johnny Douglas, Academic Head: Social Impact Initiatives, johnnyd@sun.ac.za
Tel. 021 918 4122.
(c) Levert Louw, Admin Assistant: Social Impact Initiatives, levert@spl.sun.ac.za;
Tel 021 918 4122.
(d) Prof. Johan Burger, MMC Programme Manager, apjb@sun.ac.za Tel. 021 918 4122.
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LGSETA ACCREDITATION
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MUNICIPAL AND PROVINCIAL PROGRAMMES
Please visit www.splshortcourses.co.za for full detail on our various courses already presented.
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